
Writing Folio Exemplification (November 2010) – Higher 
  
Script 1 Title An Important Step Genre Creative 
 
Key Features 
 
This is a competent piece of creative writing with some evidence of the features of short story writing.  
There is an attempt to create believable characters and a plausible situation.  The story is clearly 
written with an appropriate structure. 
 
Decision 
 

♦ This piece of writing is best described as ‘Comfortably achieves all Performance Criteria’ 
and is therefore in Category III. 

 
♦ It is awarded the lower mark of 17. 

 
 
Detailed Commentary 
 
The central character, who narrates the story, has decided to make the break from his good-for-
nothing friends, with whom he has lived since leaving school. The “important step” is his decision to 
start a college course, and the story focuses on the moments before his entry to the college for the 
first day of what he hopes will be his new life.  Details of the character’s background which have 
prompted this decision are filled in the course of the story. 
 
The central idea of the story is neatly established in the opening paragraphs.  The narrator describes 
his friends’ attitudes to life, and makes it clear that he wishes for something better.  There is an 
attempt to use language creatively to describe the character’s new-found energy for life: “I…filled my 
shallow lungs with the crisp, clear air”; “I could feel the blood running through my veins and I felt alive 
for the first time in my life”.  Throughout the story, there is some evocative writing – when the 
candidate describes the opening of the bakery, for example, and the sounds of the buses which 
“screeched and hissed as they stopped briefly”.  
 
The structure of the story is largely successful.  The candidate provides the background story of the 
character’s adolescent experiences in an unobtrusive and sometimes effective way: “I approached the 
wrought-iron bench – the kind I had graffiti’d as a kid”.   Details of the character’s background are well-
handled: the parents’ attitudes, for example, are convincingly described.  Details such as the 
“withdrawn, insecure child” help to make sense of the character’s past decisions.     
 
At other times, however, the writing feels strained.  Descriptions such as the narrator “subsiding” into 
the bench and the busy streets “throbbing” give the impression of the writer trying too hard, and this is 
coupled with the feeling that some characters are verging on stereotypes – the layabout peers, for 
example, are rather obvious in their behaviours and attitudes.  Some aspects of the story are not 
particularly plausible – the “trance” the character wakes from seems over-stated, as does the variety 
of people in the same paragraph.  The whole idea of the “midnight marathon” is especially baffling. 
 
Nevertheless, there is clear evidence of the candidate attempting to create an effective story 
through deploying elements of structure, characterisation and style and, at times, these are 
quite successful. 
 
 
Category III Mark 17 
 
 



Writing Folio Exemplification (November 2010) – Higher 
 
Script 2 Title Cigarettes and Coffee Genre Creative 
 
Key Features 
 
The writing shows some understanding of structural elements of the short story genre and there is 
some attempt at characterisation.  Both structure and characterisation, however, are mostly 
predictable.  The writer is clearly striving for effect in his choice of language but again the clichéd and 
the banal are to the fore.  This is very much a borderline script which just achieves Category IV. 
 
Decision 
 

♦ This piece of writing is best described as “Just achieving the Performance Criteria” and is 
therefore in Category IV. 

 
♦ It is awarded the lower mark of 13.  (NB  This piece was originally written for internal 

assessment and is beyond the maximum permitted in the Folio; if submitted unchanged, this 
piece would incur a penalty) 

 
Detailed Commentary 
 
Comic-book store owner Davie is an unattractive loner who believes he is in love with a “tall, leggy and 
curvaceous” customer.  After a disastrous incident involving this customer, Davie goes back home to 
Lanarkshire, only to return “muscular…and handsome” to win the heart of coffee shop worker Sally. 
 
The “plot” of the story is quite predictable, embracing elements of a rather lame rom-com.  The 
opening section on Davie’s miserable life is the most reasonable part of the piece, a detailed attempt 
to portray his unattractive appearance, his depressing circumstances and his sensitive nature.  The 
writer does try to create a distinction between Davie’s relationship with people and his relationship with 
comic books: “They never let him down or said horrible thing about him”.  The writing shows little 
originality, however:  Davie “heaved himself out of his lumpy bed”; Davie “plodded of out the house 
and waddled his way to work”. 
 
The central incident is not a great success.  The characterisation of the mystery customer is very 
stereotyped (“long blonde hair that came flowing down her back”), the incident itself is hardly plausible, 
and the description of Davie’s disappointment is weak:  “She was so beautiful and he would never 
have her.  Ever.”  The tonal mishmash at the conclusion of this section – the farce of Davie’s stool 
collapsing set against the supposed pathos of him looking in the mirror in despair (“A single tear 
trickled down his face”) – adds to the sense of narrative uncertainty. 
 
This uncertainty is confirmed in the final section.  There is a lurch in time and also a surprising lurch in 
the story’s point of view with the focus unexpectedly switching to Sally and her – entirely pointless in 
terms of the narrative – rise to being manageress of the coffee shop.   Her sprightly assistant Sam 
(not, presumably, the same Sam as Davie’s drunken neighbour) is similarly unnecessary.  Somehow, 
however, all this allows for the return of the transformed Davie and the happy ending which is played 
out, using the blueberry muffin motif from earlier in the story. 
 
The use of this device is rather typical of this piece as a whole.  There is a conscious attempt to 
deploy elements of structure, characterisation and style but these are handled at a fairly basic level 
with the result that this piece just achieves Category IV. 
 
 
Category IV Mark 13 
 



Writing Folio Exemplification (November 2010) – Higher 
 
Script 3 Title Diminished Responsibility Genre Creative 
 
Key Features 
 
This piece shows command of and insight into the short story genre.  It is a well-structured piece with 
language deployed skilfully to create a strong impact. 
 
Decision 
 

♦ This piece of writing is best described as “Very sound” and is therefore in Category II. 
 

♦ It is awarded the upper mark of 23. 
 
Detailed Commentary 
 
This is a confident piece of work with many pleasing features.  The structure is good.  Ostensibly it 
follows the main character Catherine from breakfast to the point after lunch when she decides to 
poison her husband.  This portrayal of her tedious, repetitive life is well-handled, the writer’s conscious 
selection of small details telling us a great deal about the narrowness of Catherine’s life: “…and she 
noticed the dustbin lid had been blown off.  She must see to that.”  However, the writer skilfully 
weaves other important elements into the main narrative:  the whirlwind courtship; the male-dominated 
business world of younger trophy wives; the now-tired bench where the newlyweds had carved their 
initials.  These sections are smoothly integrated and the writer has the ability to capture quite complex 
situations neatly and incisively: “she had found herself entertaining corpulent bosses who sported 
dainty wives; affluence personified”.  In addition, the reference to the hemlock at the beginning means 
the scissors moving towards the tree at the end brings the story to a pleasing conclusion. 
 
The story is well written.  The portrayal of Catherine is strong; selection of detail, varied sentence 
structure, and crisp use of language all make the portrayal of her growing disillusionment quite 
convincing: “A lined face stared back at her: two eyes, which had once sparkled with life, now bore 
into her; cold, barren remote.  She couldn’t continue.  She hated her life – trapped as the stoic spouse, 
the demure little wife.”  This is powerful writing, employing a fairly hackneyed situation in a very 
effective way. (Compare this mirror scene to the similar scene in Script 2: there is a considerable gulf 
in execution and impact).  There is a pleasing exactitude about some of the writing.  It is rarely flashy 
or striving for effect but it often allows the reader to imagine situations very clearly:  “She fingered the 
scissors in her pocket; the shiny, hard handle pressing cold against her skin.”  The writing here is 
simple but rather menacing. 
 
There are some demerits.  The writing quality does vary, especially in the third last paragraph when 
the choice of language seems less inventive, more predictable:  Catherine “trundled home…made 
herself a meagre lunch, and nibbled it slowly.”   The use of “resided” in the next sentence is especially 
poor.  Also the section about the newlyweds carving their initials on the bench seems less plausible 
and the symbolism of the ravens and the tolling bell might be considered a little heavy-handed. 
 
Overall, however, this is mostly a stylish, assured and at times inventive short story, which achieves 
the upper mark in Category II. 
 
 
Category II Mark 23 
 



Writing Folio Exemplification (November 2010) – Higher 
 
Script 4 Title The Lockerbie Bomber Genre Discursive 
 
Key Features 
 
This is a sufficiently competent piece of discursive writing in which the candidate demonstrates 
adequate understanding of his chosen topic. 
 
 
Decision 
 

♦ This piece of writing is best described as “Just succeeds in achieving the Performance Criteria” 
and is therefore in Category IV. 

 
♦ It is awarded the lower mark of 13. 

 
Detailed Commentary 
 
The candidate sets out to discuss the release of Abdelbaset Al Megrahi, arguing that “Nothing could 
be gained from letting the Lockerbie Bomber die in prison.”  The candidate does discuss a number of 
ideas surrounding the release of Megrahi, but these are not dealt with in any real depth and 
sometimes lack insight.  
 
The construction of the essay is somewhat mechanical, with the candidate favouring a predictable 
organisation of ideas.  This is clear from the conclusion of the opening paragraph (“There are many 
arguments for and against the freedom of Mr Megrahi”) and continued by the obvious linkage between 
paragraphs – “Firstly”, “Secondly”, “On the other hand”…  This rather simplistic approach is reflected 
in the quality of the candidate’s ideas.  For example, when discussing the potential for “economic 
problems with the USA” because of Megrahi’s release, he relies on vague generalisations (“…it could 
be disastrous for Scotland…the start of something much bigger”) which skim the surface and suggest 
a lack of real understanding or even research into the “bigger” issues.  
 
The penultimate paragraph is a rather repetitive summing-up of the candidate’s opinions.  Again, the 
unsophisticated opening of the paragraph (“Personally, I think…”) signals the candidate’s attempts to 
“tick the boxes” of discursive writing but this is clumsily done and unconvincing.  Indeed, throughout 
the essay, the candidate does not demonstrate any passion or real interest in the subject and as a 
result the piece is “flat” and not particularly engaging.  
 
Nevertheless, despite being a rather pedestrian piece, there are enough signs that the candidate is 
trying to create a piece of discursive writing which considers several points of view and argues for his 
preferred opinion. It does just enough to achieve Category IV. 
 
 
Category IV Mark 13 
 



Writing Folio Exemplification (November 2010) – Higher 
 
Script 5 Title Whose Benefit? Genre Discursive 
 
Key Features 
 
This is a competent piece of discursive writing in which the candidate creates a sustained line of 
argument and adopts a committed stance throughout.  
 
Decision 
 

♦ This piece of writing is best described as “Comfortably achieves all Performance Criteria” and 
is therefore in Category III. 

 
♦ It is awarded the upper mark of 19. 

 
Detailed Commentary 
 
The candidate sets out to argue that the provision of benefits should be tightened to clamp down on 
the long-term unemployed who “cheat” the system.   Not particularly balanced in its viewpoint, the 
piece nevertheless communicates the candidate’s strongly-held personal outlook on the topic, and is 
acceptable as a persuasive piece of writing.  
 
The opening two paragraphs of the essay set out the premise of the candidate’s argument in 
unequivocal language. The image of the benefit cheats who wait with “mouths open like baby birds” is 
effective, and the three statements in separate sentences in the second paragraph are clearly 
designed to create impact.  They establish the indignant, forceful tone which characterises this piece.    
 
The candidate goes on to propose ways to tighten the system (“the fit unemployed should be made to 
attend the job centre every day at a reasonable time”) and reduce the crime associated with the 
unemployed (“Stop their benefits so they can’t afford to have a drug habit!”; “…work for a giro check”).  
The middle sections of the essay are characterised by some effective use of sentence structure, 
emotive word-choice and thinly-veiled insults, all of which convey the candidate’s outrage, and by 
some inventive uses of imagery (“the monotonous mundane Groundhog Day”) to describe what she 
believes to be some unemployed people’s existence.  
 
However, there are times when the candidate’s thinking is less clear.  For example, she argues that 
“benefit cheats” should complete community service and yet not be “treated as criminals”, which 
seems a contradiction of not only some of her ideas earlier in the piece but of the very term “benefit 
cheats”.  
 
Furthermore, while the candidate adopts an admirably committed stance throughout, there are times 
when her style edges towards becoming a rant, and the effectiveness of her argument is sometimes 
limited because the ideas have been reduced to a stereotypical portrayal of “benefit cheats”.  
 
All in all, there is clear evidence of the candidate’s deliberate attempt to create a successful piece of 
persuasive writing, making effective use of some features of the genre, and so the essay sits 
comfortably in Category III. 
 
 
Category III Mark 19 
 



Writing Folio Exemplification (November 2010) – Higher 
 
Script 6 Title Two Sisters, One Room Genre Personal 
 
Key Features 
 
The writer takes a walk “down memory lane” and reflects on the experience of sharing a room with her 
younger sister.  This topic was never likely to yield reflective gold but there is some sense of reflection 
and the writer’s apparently lively personality comes through in the writing.  Although some of the 
stylistic tics become rather repetitive, there is a conscious attempt to use language to create impact.  
 
Decision 
 

♦ This piece of writing is best described as “Just achieving the Performance Criteria” and is 
therefore in Category IV. 

 
♦ It is awarded the upper mark of 15. 

 
Detailed Commentary 
 
The writer attempts to link a series of childhood incidents and memories into some kind of coherent 
whole.  She is not entirely unsuccessful.  The opening section is quite innovative, the writer using two 
prayers written by children to lead into her own childhood reflections.  This is quite a lively and 
interesting opening.  The writer then tries to link together three separate incidents: the furniture 
decoration, the Barbie assault, the room tidying.   These incidents are described with some vigour, 
although the reflections are often quite flat:  “It usually took the two of us half a day to tidy the room, 
which was particularly boring looking back on it.”  When the writer attempts a more general reflection 
in the closing two paragraphs, the nature of her reflections is a little more interesting, especially the 
rather unexpected Karl Marx section.  Overall, however, the depth of thought in this piece is not 
revelatory, with just two key ideas: sharing a room is not advantageous and the older sister always 
gets the blame. 
 
Stylistically the writing seems a little immature but remains enthusiastic.  The central incidents are 
brought to life quite clearly.  The choice of language is quite reasonable but there is little flair involved.  
The sentencing is mostly accurate but lacks any great variety.  The writer does likes to use short 
sentences for effect and this works quite well at times: “She was not impressed.  At all.  At that exact 
moment, I wished I was invisible or didn’t exist.”  Stylistically, the piece is quite limited.  The writer 
favours a kind of delayed ending to sentences and ideas but this device is overused: “We had the 
occasional midnight feast at nine o’clock but shhh…because it’s a secret!”, “and me being the oldest 
got the blame…as usual”, “Well somebody had to be, I suppose.”   
 
Overall, the natural home for this piece is Category IV.  It is quite an engaging but rather superficial 
piece of writing.  There is some reflection but it is limited and mostly fairly shallow.  We warm to the 
writer’s personality but there is a lack of any great depth to the piece.  The writing is mostly accurate 
and does strive at times for conscious effect but there is little that is innovative and quite a lot that is 
fairly predictable. 
 
 
Category IV  Mark 15 
 



Writing Folio Exemplification (November 2010) – Higher 
 
Script 7 Title Enlightenment Genre Personal 
 
Key Features 
 
This is an interesting piece of personal writing.  The challenge of scuba diving for the first time allows 
the writer some detailed consideration of his own character, “revealing its strengths and weaknesses”.  
The experience of scuba diving is described in detail and the often skilful use of language helps to 
convey this experience in quite a powerful way.    
 
Decision 
 

♦ This piece of writing is best described as “Very sound” and is therefore in Category II. 
 

♦ It is awarded the lower mark of 21. 
 
Detailed Commentary 
 
The structure of this piece is sensible.  The writer takes us through the various stages of his scuba 
diving adventure – nervous hesitation, initial incompetence and doubt, burgeoning success – 
interlacing this narrative with some reflection.  The piece ends quite neatly with the writer again on the 
boat.  Previously the water appeared “impermeable” but now “I saw my crystal-clear reflection staring 
confidently back at me.”  The writer then reflects in greater detail on the transformational nature of his 
experience. 
 
The strengths of this piece are fairly obvious.  The focus is an interesting and rather novel experience, 
the details of which the writer brings quite vividly to life.  For example, the opening scene with the 
writer faced by the mysterious waves is quite arresting.  Similarly, the section inside the tunnel in the 
middle of the piece is well-handled, the exact selection of detail, the use of imagery, the variety of 
sentence structure combining to create quite a vivid scene:  “Inside the tunnel, the torchlight was just 
enough to outline sharp daggers of rock threatening us from their positions above.”  This whole 
section is reasonably impressive and not unrepresentative of the writing in general. 
 
The symbolic progression of the piece is also a rather pleasing aspect of the writing.  The early 
“unnerving blankness” (page 1) becomes “a narrow slit of light” (page 2), then “the tunnel widened and 
the light intensified” (page 3) until at the end “broad shafts of sunlight were dazzling us” (page 4).  The 
link to his own increased confidence is clear. 
 
There are a few demerits.  Some of the writing is a little forced:  the “reflective meniscus, laminating 
the abyss below” seems somewhat contrived, for example, as does the alliterative run of “I fought 
furiously for freedom”.   The reflective sections are reasonable but at times a little generic:  “I had 
emerged…with a boosted confidence in my abilities and a greater idea of myself as a person”.  The 
closing reflective section is also a little pedestrian, although it does end quite neatly: “In all senses, I 
had been enlightened.”  It’s probably true to say that the experience itself is presented in a more 
arresting way than the reflection it engenders. 
 
For these reasons, the piece achieves Category II but in the lower part of the category.  
 
 
Category II Mark 21 
 



Writing Folio Exemplification (November 2010) – Higher 
 
Script 8 Title The Conker Tree Genre Personal 
 
Key Features 
 
This is a stylish piece of reflective writing in which the candidate demonstrates a mature insight and an 
ability to write creatively. 
 
Decision 
 

♦ This piece of writing is best described as “Very sound” and is therefore in Category II. 
 
♦ It is awarded the lower mark of 21. 

 
Detailed Commentary 
 
The candidate reflects on the experience of leaving her home in the country to live in Glasgow, and 
the significance of the conker tree as she grew up, living in the countryside.   
 
The piece is simply organised and has a pleasing sense of not being over-wrought.  There is never the 
feeling that the candidate is trying too hard to make the experience more than it was, but telling it 
honestly.  Throughout the piece, she displays a real ability to write using creative and inventive 
language.  The section which describes the broken tree is particularly arresting.  The images of its 
“reptilian head with open jaws full of teeth” and “the powerful forelegs of some prehistoric creature” 
effectively convey not only the horror of finding her beloved tree broken and ruined, but also the length 
of time the tree has been part of the landscape.  
 
Another example of how this candidate is able subtly to create mood to strengthen our understanding 
of what the tree means is when she describes the taking of pictures as feeling “morbid, like 
photographing the scene of a death.”  These, and other inventive uses of language throughout the 
piece, make the section when the candidate more explicitly reflects on the tree’s destruction rather 
predictable in comparison.  Details such as “It didn’t seem fair” and “Everything was changing at once” 
seem rather obvious, and the description of the tree being her “private sanctuary” verges on cliché.  
 
The candidate ends neatly by tying together her childhood experiences and her new life in the city of 
Glasgow, using the tree to make the connection between the two, and how she now searches for 
“beauty” in the city.  The penultimate sentence of the piece reminds us of this candidate’s ability to 
write stylish, concise prose – “…to find places where I feel as calm and safe and inspired as I did 
there; or even to feel these things irrespective of my surroundings” – but the final sentence is banal in 
comparison.  
 
There is much to admire in this piece in terms of its stylish creativity, but also some less successful, 
rather ordinary examples of language use and unimaginative reflection.  For this reason, the piece sits 
comfortably in Category II, but at the lower end. 
 
 
Category II Mark 21 
 



Writing Folio Exemplification (November 2010) – Higher 
 
Script 9 Title A Nation of Animal Lovers? Genre Discursive 
 
Key Features 
 
While accurately written with some attempt to use language effectively, this is an unconvincing piece 
of discursive writing which is characterised by a disjointed series of loosely connected ideas.  
 
Decision 
 

♦ This piece of writing is best described as “Fails to achieve one or more than one Performance 
Criteria” and is therefore in Category V. 

 
♦ It is awarded the upper mark of 11. 

 
Detailed Commentary 
 
The candidate argues that animals are not treated with the respect and compassion they deserve.  
With reference to several different examples of animal cruelty, she attempts to persuade us that those 
responsible for such “barbaric acts” should be severely punished.  
 
The piece opens in a characteristically banal way – having established her main premise of animal 
cruelty, the candidate questions “Should we just accept this? I think not…” This unsophisticated 
opening precedes a summary of some of the figures behind the “catalogue of abuse”.  The candidate 
attempts to use emotive language (“shocking”, “massive”, “alarming”)  to persuade us, but her word-
choice lacks impact and her attempt to play on words (“…kittens in a washing machine … animal 
cruelty is undoubtedly spinning out of control”) creates a tone which seems at odds with her purpose.  
 
Nevertheless, there is a sense that the candidate feels strongly about the subject.  She covers a 
variety of examples of animal cruelty and attempts to back up her opinions with secondary sources.  
However, while she makes use of a variety of sources, there are concerns that some of the opinions 
and ideas are lifted – perhaps not verbatim, but enough to lend a feeling of weakness to the piece as a 
whole.  Many of the opinions offered are simplistic generalisations – “many British citizens treat 
animals with brute force and hatred”; “We may just have to face up to the fact that one day many 
animals will become extinct” – and so the candidate’s argument lacks depth and insight.  There is 
sometimes a tenuous connection between argument and evidence – for example, the candidate’s 
assertion that some people are drawn to badger baiting because Britain is “so obsessed with making 
money” is not at all convincing.  
 
Ultimately, the wide-ranging nature of the essay is its main weakness.  The candidate does not create 
a sustained line of argument but rather a loosely strung-together series of examples.  Her conclusion 
seems tagged-on and lacks impact.  The end result is that in this essay the candidate never seems to 
get to grips with her subject matter in a convincing way, meaning that it cannot pass. 
 
 
Category V Mark 11 
 



Writing Folio Exemplification (November 2010) – Higher 
 
 
Script 10 Title The End of Democracy in Europe? Genre Discursive 
 
Key Features 
 
This is a powerful attack on the Lisbon Treaty.  There is a clear engagement with the issues involved 
and the writer uses language forcefully and, at times, inventively to emphasise the scale of the 
problems involved. 
 
Decision 
 

♦ This piece of writing is best described as “Very sound” and is therefore in Category II. 
 

♦ It is awarded the upper mark of 23. 
 
Detailed Commentary 
 
In an impressive opening paragraph, the writer stresses in unequivocal terms the importance of the 
Lisbon Treaty – “the most important political document in the history of European Civilisation” – and 
then introduces her three main areas of concern: the erosion of national sovereignty, the inadequacy 
of the media coverage, and the political desire to implement this treaty without the consent of the EU 
citizens, as evidenced by the supposed “vote rigging in Ireland’s 2nd referendum”.  This sets up the 
three main sections of the essay.  This paragraph also exemplifies some of the writing strengths of this 
piece:  the control of the well-structured third sentence is impressive (“The EU…United States), as is 
the humorous image used in her attack on the media in the following sentence: “The media has 
reported on the Lisbon Treaty as rigorously as they would a cat being stuck up a tree.” 
 
As promised, the three areas of concern are dealt with in the rest of the essay.  The section on loss of 
sovereignty is a little fact-driven and pedestrian but the short attack on media coverage is better, 
punchy and committed with good use of language and persuasive sentencing:  “Why else would this 
incendiary topic have been buried in the media without the consultation of the people of Europe?  This 
is another example of how democracy has taken a bloody beating by the Lisbon Treaty.” 
 
The longer section on supposed “vote-rigging” in Ireland – with further attacks on the media – is 
detailed, with the writer clearly seeing it as a key issue, but its length does seem to skew the balance 
of the piece somewhat.  It is clearly argued in the main, although the statement that the “recession has 
also created a 20 million euro public debt in the Republic of Ireland which also gave some weight to 
the yes campaign” requires a little clarification. 
 
This section leads into a powerful conclusion, expressed again in impressive language: “Building a 
world superpower on such fraud can only be a portent of a grim future.”  The Orwellian analogy is well-
developed in the final paragraph and the Sarkozy anecdote – a “bone-chilling reply” in the writer’s 
opinion – allows the assured flourish of the final sentence: “Even Orwell would have flinched at that 
one.” 
 
Overall, this is an impressive piece.  The quality of the writing is not consistent; some of it is quite 
pedestrian but at other times the language is inventive and carries a persuasive authority.  Perhaps 
the piece is slightly imbalanced also but there are strong sections and the opening and the conclusion 
are particularly powerful.  This piece sits very comfortably in Category II. 
 
 
Category II Mark 23 
 


